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Teacher's Guide

2.2A. The First Three Caliphs: Abu Bakr, Umar,
and Uthman

What do you see here? How many different continents are
part of the Muslim world at this time? IVhat geographic
obstacles could have hampered Islam's expansion intoAsia
Minor and Europe? What challenges would the size and
diversity of a community like this present to someone who
tried to rule over it?

tr In this slide we see a map of the expansion of the Muslim empire under the first
three caliphs.

. Islam considers Muhammad to be the Final Prophet of God. Consequently, there can be

no other true prophets chosen by Allah after Muhammad. After the death of Muhammad,
however, someone had to be selected to lead the Muslim community. After Muhammad's
death, the Muslims of Madinah gathered in an assembly hall to discuss who should lead

and govern the community as a caliph (khalifa inArabic), or successor to the Prophet. A
numbcr of men were considered, but after some discussion, it became apparent that no

one but Abu Bakr was sufficiently qualified for the position. He had been a friend of
Muhammad's since childhood, was one of the first persons to accept Islam, and he had

often been selected to lead prayers when the Prophet was unable to do so. Abu Bakr was
given the name Siddiq, or "Testifier to the Truth," by Muhammad due to his love of truth
and his high moral character.

. Abu Bakr became caliph in A.D. 632, at the age of 59. Immediately, he faced two major
dilemmas. The first problem was that some tribes who had converted to Islam during
Muhammad's lifetime left the religion after the prophet's death. They had given their
loyalty to Muhammad as an individual and had paid the zakøt (tax used to provide for the

needy) because of this allegiance; after the Prophet died, many of the tribes felt that
loyalty no longer bound them. This secession of tribes from the Muslim community
(ummah) threateúed the strength of Abu Bakr's caliphate. The second problem concerned

the appearance of false prophets. On both issues Abu Bakr was very firm. He strongly
asserted that secession from the ummah was the equivalent of not believing in Allah, a

breach of faith punishable by death. Abu Bakr also firmly reiterated the Islamic belief
that Muhammad was the Final Prophet and that no others would be recognizedby the
Muslim community.

. Even while putting down the revolts, Muslim troops began their first great wave of
expansion. Shortly before his death, the Prophet himself had expressed a desire to carry
the word of God to the peoples in the north, and preparations were begun for such a
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campaign. Abu Bakr, faithful to Muhammad's wish, sent Muslim troops into the

Byzantine and Persian empires. Although religion provided the initial motivation for this

movement, other forces also contributed to expansion. Foremost among these was the

drought-stricken poverty of Arabia. A chronic scarcity of food had driven previous

generations of Arabians to migrate north into a fertile arc that stretched from Palestine

through northern Syria, and southeast through the valleys of the Euphrates and Tigris to

the Persian Gulf. In this area, several minor Arab kingdoms were established, and they

acted as buffer states between the empires of Byzantium and Persia, which had long been

enemies. Both powers trained and subsidized the border Arabs to fight for them as

mercenaries, but when their treasuries were depleted by fighting each other they imposed

taxes on the Arabs to pay for the wars. Thus, when Islam began to expand beyond Arabia,

these oppressed border peoples looked to the arriving Muslims more as liberators than as

conquerors, and many joined them to fight against their former masters.

. Before his death, Abu Bakr nominated Muhammad's father-in-law, Umar, as his

successor. Initially, Umar was strongly opposed to Muhammad's message. However, the

persistence of his sister, a Muslim convert, combined with hearing and reading the Qur'an
himself, brought about a dramatic change of heart. He went on to become one of the

strongest and most dedicated companions of the Prophet. As a caliph, Umar has been

characterized as a devout man, a strong leader and a perceptive politician. He acted very

much as a commander, and was more successful thanAbu Bakr in expanding the ummah.

Success in battles against the Persians and Byzantines led to new conquests and

expansion of the Muslim territory, and gave strength to the belief in jihad, a struggle

against oppression. Umar defined two types of territory: Dar al-Islam, the land where

Islam is practiced, and Dar al-Harb,Íhe land from which attacks were launched against

the Islamic rule. During Umar's reign, the Muslims overthrew the Persian empire and

took significant parts of Byzantine territory. By the time of Umar's death, the ummahhad
grown to include Arabia, Iraq, western Persia, Syria, Palestine, northern Egypt, and parts

of the North African coast. One of the most important areas to be brought under control
by the Umar was the city of Jerusalem.

. Umar also gave more structure to the administration of the Islamic state. Taxes were

levied on both Muslim and non-Muslim citizens throughout the state. The money

collected was used for the ahdath (Police Department), the educational institutions, the

Bait-ul-Mal (Public Treasury), the army, for the needy, and for other societal purposes.

Some money was also set aside as a pension for the care of the Prophet's family. Non-

Muslims had some autonomy and were subject to their own religious laws as they were

administered by their own religious and tribal leaders. After taking control of Jerusalem,

Umar proclaimed to its inhabitants that their lives and property were safe, and that their
places of worship would never be taken from them.

. Umar ruled for 1-0 years, until a.o. 644 when, upon returning from his yearly pilgrimage

to Makkah, he was murdered by a non-Muslim Persian slave. The choice of the Muslim
council for Umar's successor was Uthman, Muhammad's son-in-law, a wealthy merchant
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and one of the Prophet's earliest and most prominent converts to Islam. In disposition,
Uthman was warm and less feared than Umar had been. However, Uthman's kind
personality did little to help him stabilize and rule the empire. The first six years of his
administration were marked by peace and prosperity, but as the pace of expansion slowed
financial problems began to develop. Some Muslims were living in great wealth from the
booty won through conquests, while other Muslims denounced all wealth for religious
reasons and lived in relative poverty. While Uthman controlled almost all of the money
and power of the empire, he was not able to use his resources to resolve the tensions
produced by the vast differences in wealth. Additionally, some people favored loyalty to
their tribes or clans, as in the pre-Islamic times, over the loyalty to the ummah that
Muhammad had fostered.

. Caliph Uthman was accused by his critics of granting power to local officials based on
favoritism and nepotism, since he appointed various important positions to members of
the Umayyad clan to which he belonged. Many Muslims, especially those of other clans,
were upset by such actions and a conflict arose when Uthman replaced a capable governor
of Egypt with his own cousin. The cousin raised taxes, which put a burden on the
Egyptian province. When Uthman failed to listen to the Egyptians'complaints about the
leader, 500 rebels traveled to Madinah to protest to Uthman in person. The rebels
stormed the caliph's home, and a few of the Egyptians made it over the walls and into
Uthman's compound. When they found him in the mosque, where he was reading the

Qur'an, the rebels murdered Uthman. This murder marked the beginning of open
political and religious conflict in the Muslim community.

. Prior to his death in A.D. 656, Uthman accomplished an important religious project that
continues to provide the foundation of Islam today: he commissioned the compilation of a
definitive, or official, Qur'an, the book of revelations given to the Prophet Muhammad by
the Angel Gabriel between A.D. 61,0 and 632. This was a huge undertaking, since during
the seventh century there was no printing press and ideas and events were rarely written
down. According to Islamic tradition, Muhammad, like previous prophets, was given a

revelation by Angel Gabriel, which he would repeat to his companions. Zayd ibn Thabit,
the Prophet's friend and companion, would then inscribe the repeated revelations on
whatever material was available. During Abu Bakr's caliphate, the revelations were
collected and combined into one book. Abu Bakr, at the suggestion of Umar, ordered
Zayd to consult both his own sheets and the memories of Muhammad's followers, many
of whom had memoized the revelations as the Prophet repeated them. When an
authoritative text was completed, the Qur'an was divided into I1.4 suras, or chapters of
varying lengths.

. This book remained with Abu Bakr until his death, after which it passed to Umar, during
his caliphate. After Umar's death, the book passed to his daughter, and then to Uthman,
who ordered that the Qur'an be copied and recited only in the Quraysh dialect of Arabic,
which was the dialect of the revelation to the Prophet. In this way, Uthman ensured that
no disputes would ever arise regarding the way the Qur'an was to be read.
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L Idea for Student Response: On the left side of their notebooks, have

students write an acrostic using the word calþhs that describes the

expansion of the Muslim Empire under Abu Bakr, llmar, and Uthman. The first few
lines of the acrostic might look like this:

Calighs a*eà ¿rs ¿tâmirristr¿rtive ¿rhâ u ilit4vyleatàevs oQ Þttrslìt,rs.

Abq ts^k", the Qivsl carliph, l',¿t¿\ lo sqbâhe *¿rlse gvoghels ¿rrrâ "ebelliohs loc¿rl lribes.
Le¿râevshig by Umørv ¿rlloweâ lslam to s?ye^^ lo Persi¿r, Syvìør, ørnâ gørrts oP Not+h fl*vìcør.

ð
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SIide 2.2A= The First Three Caliphs: Abu Bakr, Umarn and Uthman

o Muhammad'sson-in-law;
wealthy merchant

¡ first years of rule were
peaceful, but later had
financial problems

o ordered the compilation
of a definitive Qur'an

. accused of nepotism
o murdered by Egyptian

rebels; beginning of open
political and religious
conflict in Muslim
commu

o caliph (khalifa): leader of a
Muslim community, but not a
prophet

¡ friend of Muhammad's;
early convert to lslam

o faced two main problems:
1. false prophets claimed
to be succesors of Muhammad
2. secession of Arabic tribes
Írom ummah (Muslim community)

. expanded Muslim community
into parts of Byzantine and
Persian em

o defined A. Dar-al-lslam and B. Dar-al-Harb
(area where lslam is practiced and
areas that threatened lslam)

o successful in expanding
ummah;empire grew to include
Arabia, lraq, western Persia, Syria,
Palestine, and parts of North Africa

o expanded use o'f jihad
(struggle against oppression)

. gave more structure to administration
of Muslim state; created tax system

Abu Bakr Ø.0.6s2-6u) Umar ¿r.0. 6a4-644) Uthman 6.D.644-6i6)
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2.2B. Ali's Caliphate and the Division
Between Sunnis and Shi'as

What do you see here? How do various people seem to feel?

What is the man on horseback doing? What do the buildings
in the background tell you about the people here? What
issues could cause Muslims to fight amongst themselves?

E In this slide we see an illustration depicting conflict between Muslims in a major city of
the Muslim world.

. Uthman's murder provoked the first civil war in the Muslim empire. Ali, the Prophet's
cousin and son-in-law, had been brought up by Muhammad, and had been the first person

after Muhammad's wife Khadija to become a Muslim. He acted as a decoy when the

Quraysh had plotted to assasinate the Prophet, enabling him to leave Makkah with Abu
Bakr on their hijraå (ourney) to Madinah, fought in many battles against the Quraysh,
had memoúzed the Qur'an, and had almost always accompanied Muhammad during the

Prophet's lifetime. For these roasons, many Muslims felt strongly thatAli should be the

next caliph. When Ali was given the oath of allegiance by the Muslims in Madinah, he

became caliph. As the new leader of the Muslim community, Ali faced strong pressure

from Uthman's supporters to punish the his murderers. Ali felt deep sadness over
Uthman's murder, but still declined to administer any punishment, because he could not
immediately determine who the guilty persons were. He felt that all Muslims should first
accept him as caliph, and then he would investigate the assassination.

. Tension was made worse by clan rivalries that lingered from Arabian society before the
time of the Prophet. The Umayyad and Hashim clans had long been rivals. Even though
both clans had become part of the Muslim community, in which all believers are

considered equal, the bad feelings continued. Uthman had been a member of the

Umayyad clan, while Ali belonged to the Hashim clan. Mu'awiya, the governor of Syria
and the head of the Umayyad clan, was very forceful in demanding that Ali avenge

Uthman's murder. In order to drum up a widespread spirit of revenge and to press Ali
into action, Mu'awiya took the blood-stained shirt Uthman had been wearing when he

was killed and displayed the garment prominently from the pulpit of the Great Mosque in
Damascus, Syria.

. Ali moved the capital of the Muslim empire from Madinah to Kufa in lraq, where support
for him was stronger. But the call for vengeance, strengthened by Mu'awiya's actions,
increasingly disrupted the empire. Ali's armies fought Mu'awiya's armies in the long
Battle of Siffin, which went on for several months. Ali and his soldiers were winning,
when Mu'awiya tricked Ali into a cease-fire. Both sides agreed to decide the conflict by
the Qur'an and the Sunna- as interpreted by two representatives, one selected by each

side. Mu'awiya chose a Íepresentative whom the Syrian governor knew would support
him. Ali chose a man known for his devoutness, neutrality, and refusal to fight on either
side in the civil war.
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. The representatives decided that both Ali and Mu'awiya should resign their positions as

caliph and governor, respectively, and that a new caliph should be selected. Ali was

shocked-he never thought that anyone would question his right to be caliph. He refused

to abide by the decision of the representatives, which led to more anger and tension

among the Muslims. Each side now cursed each other in public, so intense was their

anger towards one another. Some of Ali's former supporters deserted him, believing that

Ali never should have allowed his right to be caliph to be subject to someone else's

decision. In Damascus, Mu'awiya declared himself caliph and ruled over Syria and

Egypt, while Ali continued to rule in Persia and lraq. The Muslim ummah was no\ry

formally divided. Finally, in A.D. 661., agroup of Muslims called Kharijites, who wete

angry with both Mu'awiya and Ali, attempted to murder both caliphs. Their attempt to

kill Mu'awiya failed, while their attempt to kill Ali was successful. Ali, the last of the

"Rightly-Guided Caliphs" (as Sunni Muslim tradition calls the first four caliphs), died of
a wound to his head.

. After Ali's death, Mu'awiya was successful in persuading Ali?s and Fatima's eldest son,

Hasan, to give up his right to be caliph. Hasan reluctantly accepted, wanting to avoid

more civil war, and left Kufa for Madinah where he died in A.o.680.

. Mu'awiya also died in the same year, but before his death he announced that his son

Yezidwould be the next caliph. Yezid's appointment to the caliphate caused great turmoil

because Yezidwas not known as a righteous person and succession by a son was not the

custom of either Arabs or the early Muslims. Thus, many Muslims refused to

acknowledge Yezid as caliph. Simitarty, Hussain, the other son of Ali and Fatima, refused

to support Yezid. AIi's supporters wanted Hussain to be the next caliph and asked

Hussain to come to Kufa and become the legitimate ruler by taking their oath of
allegiance. Hussain set out from Madinah across the Arabian desert heading for Kufa.

When he and his family and supporters were confronted at Karbala by their opponents,

led by Yezid,Hussain refused to surrender. AIi's son (Muhammad's grandson) and his

supporters were then murdered by troops loyal to Yezid. This was a pivotal point in

Muslim history.

. The supporters of Ali and Hussain, who much later came to be known as Shi'as, or "patty
of Ali," never accepted any caliph who was not a direct blood relative or descendent of
Muhammad. They believe that Muhammad originally chose Ati (the Prophet's cousin by

blood) as his successor, and that the rule of the other three catiphs (Abu Bakr, Umar, and

Uthman) was illegitimate. In the view of the Shi'as, when the council chose Abu Bakr as

the first caliph, Ali and his supporters had consented only for the sake of unity among the

Muslim community. Hussain thus became a martyr to the Shi'a. Every year on the

anniversary of his death, Shi'a Muslims make pilgrimages to Karbala, the site of his

murder. Hussain's death is commemorated by emotional speeches, passion plays, and

dramatic processions in which Shi'as use heavy chains and other instruments to beat their

own chests in mourning.
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. While the Shi'a sect originally developed over the controversy regarding caliphs, the Shi'a
came to adopt positions on religious matters different from those adopted by the rest of
the Muslim community. Shi'as insist that only an ímam, a special Muslim leader, can

interpret the Qur'an. Additionally, Shi'a Muslims hold that twelve imams (Ali being the

first), are the rightful leaders of the Muslims. They believe that the last imam, named

Muhammad, mysteriously disappeared between A.D. 875 and 878 at a mosque in Samarra.

Shi'as also believe that he will return under Allah's guidance, removing all the religious
distortions created by others in the Muslim community. Today lran, Iraq, and Lebanon
have significant percentages of Shi'a Muslims.

. In contrast, the Sunnis, who make up approximately 80 percent of the world Muslim
community today, believe that Muhammad did not specifically appoint a successor and

that the rule of the first three caliphs was valid. Sunnis feel that Muslims who are devout

but who are not direct descendents of the Prophet's family can still be Muslim rulers. In
the early days of Islam, Sunnis adhered strongly to the idea of al-jama' ah, "the
consolidated majority," believing thatAllah blessed the large unified body of all Muslims
and cursed the division of Islam into sects. In time, Sunnis developed a tradition of
tolerance, believing that differences of opinion are a blessing to the Muslim community.
As long as one does not deny the oneness of Allah or the prophethood of Muhammad, he

or she is considered part of the Muslim community in Sunni tradition.

L Idea for Student Response: On the left side of their notebooks, have

students create a Venn diagram comparing and contrasting the beliefs of
Sunnis and Shi'as. A completed Venn diagram might look like this:

o arcceTl |^orh¿ru.rmaâ as
Goà's Qìrarl gvoghet

¡ believe th¿rt the
Qqr'ør\ cornt4it,s the
wo"â o* Allah

. we the Frve Pill¿rvs oP

Failh ars ør gtriâe Pov

propev beh¿rviov

Shi'as
r believe that

learâershig is limiteâ
lo àesce\Àah+s o*
|.,t¡^h4mm4â

e vçject vqle oQ fivst
th"¿¿ cørlighs

¿ *eel th¿rl iu,r¿rm

pvoviâes ør sgìrikaarl

lihk tó All¿ìh

Strhhis
¿ belìeve |¡rqsliu,r

leørâevshig

p4sses to cørlighs

electeâ Qvom

!^usliu,r lamilies
¿ st^?Port "qle oQ

Abta tsørkr, l)tmov,

¿rhâ Ulhu^aq
¡ believe eveYy

ìhâiviât^¿rl h¿ìs

q /ive*
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wilh Allah
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. Mu'awiya and Ali's armies fought at Siffin

. conflict negotiators decided that both Ali and
Mu'awiya should resign

. Mu'awiya declared himself caliph; Ali continued to
rule in Persia and lraq

. Kharijites attempted to kill both leaders, but only
successfulwith Ali

A Pivotal Point in Muslim History

. conflict over caliphs created split between Muslims:
Sunni Muslims and Shi'a (party of Ali) Muslims

Shi'a
. never accepted caliphs

who were not direct
descendants of
Muhammad

. believe rule of first three
caliphs was illegitimate

. insist that only an imam,
special Muslim leader,
can interpret the Qur'an

. hold that twelve mams-
Ali was the first- righttul
leaders of Muslims

Sunni
. feelthat devout Muslims

can be caliphs even if not
related to Muhammad

. support rule of first three
caliphs

. strongly adhere to idea of
al-jama' ah (consolidated
majority)

. make up approximately
8Oo/o of world Muslim
population today

SIide 2.2Bl AIi's Galiphate and the Division
Between Sunnis and Shi'as

Umayyad Hashim
. Uthman member of

Umayyad clan
. Mu'awiya, Syrian governor

and Umayyad leader
. Mu'awiya increased

pressure on Ali

. Ali member of Hashim clan

. Ali was Muhammad's cousin
and son-in-law; early conved;
memorized Qur'an

. elected caliph, but pressured
to punish Uthman's murderers

ivalries
CIan

2.2C. The Umayyads

What do you see here? Describe the appearance and mood
of the people in this picture. What kinds of products do you

see being traded here? Where might some of these people

have traveled from to reach this city? How do you know
that this is a prosperous city?

E In this slide we see an illustration of atypicalcapital city in the Muslim world during

Umayyad rule.

. After assumíng the position of caliph in A.D. 66L, Mu'awiya moved the caliphal capital to

Damascus , capital of the prosperous province of Syria. By having his son Yezid
recognized as his heir, he established the Umayyad dynasty (rule by descent). The 14

caliphs that succeeded Mu'awiya, ruling from A.D. 680 until A.D. 750, were all from the

Umayyad clan. The Umayyads ruled a vast empire that stretched from Spain in the west,

which was conquered by the general Tariq ibnZiyad in A.D. 7I1.,to central Asia in the

east, where Muslim merchants established the important trading cities of Samarkand and

Tashkent.
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. To overcome the chaos of the confusing years prior to their ascendancy, the Umayyads

consolidated rule in the caliph's hands by appointing governors of the far-flung provinces.

As leaders in places like Spain, North Africa, Persia, and Central Asia, governors ruled

from garrison towns where Arab soldiers lived and protected the frontiers and trade

routes. Because these cities were so well protected and were centers of commerce, the

indigenous peoples in the provinces were attracted to these new cities. As a result, the

peoples in the Umayyad-ruled provinces were exposed to and adopted many aspects of
Arab culture-including Islam-into their own cultures.

. In order to govern their empire in this fashion, the Umayyad caliphs had to raise large

sums of money. Collecting one-fifth of all booty acquired in battles against enemy forces

was one source of income. Under Umayyad rule, the Muslim empire spread from Egypt

all the way to Spain in the west, and from Persia into Turkish central Asia and western

India in the east. Spoils from these victories helped finance the Umayyad government.

The Umayyads also raised money be reorganizingtax collection. The ahl al-kítab, or

Christian and Jewish "People of the Book," and other non-Muslims living in Muslim
lands had to pay a jizya or security tax. These non-Muslims citizens of the Muslim
empire were known as dhimmis. Just as the dhimmis were required to pay the jizya, the

Muslim citizens themselves had to pay the zøkat. Christians and Jews in Africa and the

Middle East,Zoroastrians in Persia, and Hindus and Buddhists in India all enjoyed

religious freedom in the Muslim empire. Some Umayyad caliphs introduced other laws

that taxed mawali, or non-Arab converts, at a higher rate thanArab Muslims. Many

mawali resented this practice, as it was contrary to the concept of brotherhood and

equality that Islam teaches.

. The substantial income from the large Umayyad Empire enabled its leaders to sponsor

grand construction projects. Muslim engineers developed innovations in engineering,

including the building of canals and irrigation systems. Canals improved trade and

agriculture by increasing the amount of land that could be cultivated. Canals also

improved transportation, which had a positive impact on trade during the Umayyad era.

Another type of construction developed and perfected during the rule of the Umayyads

was mosque construction. The Umayyads had an enormous mosque raised in the capital

of Damascus. The result was a magnificent structure, eclipsed in size and splendor only

by a later building project-the construction of the Dome of the Rock Mosque in
Jerusalem. This mosque was built around the rock from where Muslims believe

Muhammad was miraculously taken up to the heavens to meet with God. The "Rock'
referred to in the mosque's titte is said to contain Muhammad's footprint.

. The taxation policies of the Umayyads eventually contributed to their downfall because

many devout Muslims were disturbed by what they felt were overly luxurious and

extravagant lifestyles of the Umayyad rulers. Many felt the wealth of the empire was

misused by the rulers on selfish worldly pleasures that violated the rules of the Qur'an
and Hadith. A man named Abbas emerged as a leader of the dissatisfied Muslims in
Khorasan, a Persian city located in modern day Iran. Abbas consolidated the many
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Muslim groups who harbored grievances against the Umayyads. One such group was the

Persians, who prior to being conquered by the Muslim armies of Umar had ruled a vast

empire of their own. The Persians resented their perceived secondary status in the

Umayyad empire, especially since their faith, Islam, required that everyone be treated

equally. Abbas also appealed to the Shi'a Muslims, who supported the idea that the

Umayyads had been caliphs unjustly since the rule of Mu'awiya.

. The conflict between disgruntled Muslim citizens and the Umayyads came to a head in
A.D.74 when theAbbasids (as the followers of Abbas were called), revolted against

Damascus. Led by a brilliant Persian general, Abu Muslim, the Abbasid armies scored

numerous victories against the Umayyad armies. Finally, in A.D. 750,the last Umayyad

caliph Marwan II was defeated at the battle of the Great Zab, abranch of the Tigris in
northern lraq. Marwan II escaped to Egypt, but he was captured and executed. This led

to the beginning of Abbasid rule.

Ask several students to come forward and stand in front of the slide, assuming

the positions of people in the city. You are the "on-scene reporter," ready to ask them the

following questions:

To the man with basket of fruit on his head: What do you have in your basket there?
Where are you from? What brings you to this city? Is this a safe city? What do
you think of the political leaders that control this city?

To the man leading a donkey: What kinds of goods do you have tied to the back of
your donkey? Where are you from? What brings you to this city? lYhy do most
of the people in this city seem relatively happy? Is there anything about this city
that you do not like?

To the person seated on the doorstep: Who are you? What are you doing? Who are
the political leaders of this city? Have these leaders done anything to help poor
people like yourself? What kinds of feelings do you think most people have

towards the Umayyad leaders?

To the two men speaking near the doorway on the left: Who are you? What are you

doing? Are you Muslim? How are Muslims and non-Muslims treated in this
city? Do you think that this policy is fair? How could you convince the Umayyad
leaders to change this policy?
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Slide 2.2C: The Umayyads

Mu'awiya Establishes a Dynasty
. ruled from A.D. 680 to 750
. caliphal capital moved to Damascus, in prosperous province of

Damascus:

. 14 caliphs succeeded Mu'awiya
Empire stretched from Spain to central Asia

Umayyad Achievements
. ruled vast empire with important
trading cities

. developed innovations in the
building of canal and
irrigation systems

. perfected mosque construction
techniques
1) Great Mosque of

Damascus
2) Dome of the Rock

Mosque in Jerusalem

Administrative Reforms
. caliph appointed governors to rule
far-flung provinces

. governors ruled from strong
garrison towns

. spoils from victories helped finance
Umayyad government

. instituted a three-level tax system:
1) Muslims: paid zakat
2) Muslim converts, considered

mawali, paid higher tax than
Muslims

3) Non-Muslims paid
highest tax,
izya (security
tax)

. many devout Muslims opposed extravagant lifestyles
of Umayyad rulers

. Persians resented secondary status in Umayyad empire

. Abbasids (led by Abbas) of Persia revolted against Damascus

. after defeating Umayyad armies, Abbasids took control of Muslim empire

heart of the empire

The Downfall

2.2D. The Abbasids

What do you see here? How are the men on the left different
from those on the right? Who seems to be in charge here?
How do you know that this monarch lives in a prosperous
country? Where might the men on the right be from? What
would bring Europeansr like the men in the slide, to the
Muslim world in A.D. 800?

E In this stide we see a picture of the Abbasid caliph Harun-al Rashid receiving an embassy

from Charlemagne-Holy Roman Emperor-in A.D. 800. Through such embassies, the

Caliph of Baghdad developed ties with his European contemporary.

. The rise of the Abbasid dynasty illustrates an important point: no longer was Islam a
religion practiced only by Arabs. Furthermore, during the Abbasid period, Persian styles

and thinking became incorporated into Islamic civilization.

. The choice of Baghdad as capital of the Abbasid dynasty was important for two reasons.

First, it was located onty 20 miles from the ancient Persian capital of Ctesiphon, inviting
further influence of Persia on Abbasid rule. Second, and more important, Baghdad was

ideally loçated because it lay on the west bank of the Tigris river, at a spot where the river
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bent, bringing it to within 20 miles of the Euphrates river. At this spot a canal connected

the Tigris with the Euphrates, providing irrigation to the land between the rivers and

creating a rich, fertile plain. Baghdad's location also was ideal because it served as a

crossroads for land and water trade routes between the Far East and the Mediterranean

Sea. Persia's Great Royal Road had run through this spot, and many traders still used the

ancient highway. The location also lent itself to easy defense because it could be

approached only by boat or across a bridge.

. Baghdad became the most spectacular city in all the Muslim world. Abbas's brother

Mansur, the second Abbasid caliph, sponsored the construction of Baghdad in A.D.762.

He summoned the most skilled craftsmen from the four corners of his empire, and

L00,000 workers gathered on the banks of the Tigris. They built a circular city nearly two
miles across, protected by a moat and three sloping concentric walls. The middle wall
was the largest: IL2 feet high, "1.64 feet thick at the base, and 46 feet wide at the top. The

three walls were divided by two perpendicular highways that divided the city into four
quadrants. Where the roads intersected the walls, imposing gates rose high to sentry

towers. Between the middle and innermost walls, the highways were lined with shops

selling a great variety of exotic products. Covered with arcades, these four stretches of
the roads became bustling, cosmopolitan markets housing businesses and shops from
across the vast empire.

. Baghdad soon became the economic center of the Muslim world. Merchants from Africa,
Asia, and Europe came to its busy bazaars, as evidenced by the opening of The Great Silk
Road between Baghdad and Ch'an9-ãî, China. This great land and sea empire brought

silk, ink, porcelain, and peacocks from China; rubies, coconuts, rare woods, exotic

animals, and dyes from India; grain and linen from Egypt; glass and fruit from Syria;
perfumes from Arabia and pearls from the Arabian coast; leather from Spain; furs, amber,

ivory, slaves, and swords from Russia and Scandinavia; gold and slaves from sub-Saharan

Africa; felt and rugs from Armenia; and exotic foods like honey, pears, apples, saffron,

and quinces from Persia. (Trade between Europe and the Muslim world was basically an

exchange of raw materials from Europe, such as wood, iron, and furs, for manufactured
goods and luxury agricultural products.) This extensive trade gave rise to the profession

of banking. The Abbasid merchants developed the system of checkin g; in fact, the word
check comes from the Arabic work sakk.

. Baghdad also became the academic center of the Muslim world during Abbasid rule. In
A.D.7sl,Arab soldiers captured a group of Chinese men after abattle, and learned their
techniques for making paper. With the ability to make paper, the Abbasids sponsored a

great rise in education and learning. The ideas of the Abbasid scholars influenced the

world because Abbasid caliph Harun al-Rashid's vizier, or chief minister, Yahya the

Barrmakid, built the first paper mill in Baghdad, in about 4.D.800. Easy access to paper

led to the production of books, which led to the building of libraries and universities. An
explosion of knowledge was made possible because the Abbasid rulers encouraged

translation of many languages into Arabic, including pre-Islamic literature in Greek,
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Persian, and Latin. This gave Abbasid scholars access to the ideas and knowledge of
many classic cultures. In time, Abbasid scholars excelled in the fields of medicine,

astronomy, math, geography, philosophy, and chemistry, and contributed many new

concepts and discoveries to knowledge in all these fields. Abbasid achievements,

however, were not limited to the classroom or library. Muslim traders advanced many

contemporary navigational and sailing techniques, using them to improve trade with East

Africa and Southeast Asia. These merchant sailors took more than just their wares with
them, disseminating Muslim technology and the Islamic faith itself. For example,

Indonesia, first introduced to Islam by Muslim sailors seeking spices for trade with
Europe, is today home to the world's largest population of Muslims.

Initially, the Abbasids came to power on a wave of reformation-inspired religious piety.

And though they quickly exceeded the Umayyads in terms of lavish living, they did

oversee the compilation of the Shari'ah ("the clear path to be followed"). Unlike Western

cultures, in which law and religion were separated,Islam wove these two into a single set

of rules that governed a person's relations not only with God, but between humans as

well. The Shari'ah had four primary sources: the Qur'an, analogy (based on principles

underlying previous decisions), consensus (the collective approval of religious scholars

representing the entire Muslim community), and the Hadith (various actions and sayings

attributed to the Prophet). The Hadith, along with the other sources of the Shari'ah, were

supposed to guide a Muslim on the road to heaven. The Shari'ah became a unifying
standard code of law for the entire Muslim world.

The Abbasid rule lasted from A.D. 750-L258. The rule of Harun al-Rashid (4.D. 786-809)

marked the high point of the "Golden Age of Muslims," as this period of achievement

under the Abbasids is often called. Harun at-Rashid cultivated learning, trade, and

government, and, as the slide shows, even established ties with his European

contemporary, the Carolingian emperor Charlemagne. But from the beginning of their

rule, the Abbasid caliphs struggled to maintain complete control over the enormous Dør
al-Islam, or land of Islam. Independent states began separating from the Abbasids in
North Africa, Arabia, Spain, and central Asia,

The independent state that arose in North Africa to reduce the importance of the Abbasid

caliphate was the Fatimid dynasty. This state traced its beginnings to a YemeniArab
named Abu Abd Allah ash-Shi'i, who joined up with a dissatisfied Berber tribe from
present day Atgeria while on hajjto Makkah. From their headquarters in present-day

Tunisia, the Fatimids conquered Sicily, Egypt and the Nile valley, and Arabia, gaining

control of Makkah and Madinah. The Fatimids built a new and glorious capital on the

banks of the Nile. They named the city al-Qahira, meaning "The Victorious." Today, the

city is Cairo, capital of Egypt. There, the Fatimids encouraged industry, especially the

production of glass and ceramic wares. From Cairo, the Fatimids developed a navy that

rivaled theByzantine fleet in the Mediterranean and the Abbasid trading vessels in the

Indian Ocean. Eventually, Fatimid control spread further into Syria, where the rulers

encountered and eventually lost influence to the Seljuq Turks.

a
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. Ever since the rule of Mu'tasim, caliph from A.D. 833-842,the Abbasid rulers had been

losing authority to their own guards. These guards, who were mainly Turkish, were
entrusted with great responsibility and quickly abused their position to gain control of the

caliphs and corruptly rule the realm. When the Seljuqs, led by a general named Toghril
Beg, showed up in A.D. 1055, Abbasid discipline had slipped so much that Baghdad was

taken without much of a fight. The Seljuqs assumed control of the disjointed Abbasid
Empire and immediately intensified the battle against theByzantine Empire, in Asia
Minor. This action precipitated the Crusades because theByzantine emperor felt his army

alone could not outlast the Turkish soldiers.

Slide 2.2D: The Abbas¡ds
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2.28. Muslim Spain

What do you see here? What is the man seated on the right
doing? What might the men on the left be writing? How
would you describe the type of relationship that exists

between the man on the right and those on the left? What
kind of knowledge would Muslim scholars be able to share

with European students?

E In this stide we see a scene from a twelfth century school for astronomy and chemistry at

Cordoba, in Muslim Spain.

. The most powerful of the states competing with the Abbasid state arose in Muslim Spain.

Muslim armies led by Tariq ibnZiyad had conquered the Visigoth kingdom of King
Roderic in A.D. 7LL, crossing over from Morocco and landing at Gibraltar. By the

following year, the Muslim forces had established control of 80 percent of Spain,

relinquishing only the far north. In A.D. 732, aMuslim raiding party crossed the Pyrenees

mountains that separate the Iberian Peninsula from France and mainland Europe. The

Muslims were defeated and turned back to Spain by Charles "the Hammer" Martel, a
leader of the Franks, at the famous battle of Tours in A.D. 732. Years later, iî A.D.778,
Charlemagne undertook an invasion of Spain, but was soundly defeated. The invasion
marked the beginning of the reconquista, or reconquest, which would finally succeed

seven centuries later. But during those 700 years, a glorious Muslim society flourished
in Spain.

. An Umayyad Spanish Muslim state was founded by Abd al-Rahman inA.D. 756 in
Cordoba. After the Abbasids revolted against the Umayyads and established their rule
from Baghdad, the last remaining Umayyad, Abd al-Rahman, known as 'The Falcon of
the Quraysh,' escaped from being killed by them. He made his way across North Africa
and eventually settled in Cordoba, Spain. At first, the Falcon and his successors referred

to themselves as amirs, the title used by governors and other regional rulers. Abd al-

Rahman III, a descendent of the Falcon, signaled Spanish Umayyad rule officially
independent by proclaiming himself caliph in A.D. 929. His successors ruled as self-
styled caliphs until A.o. IO3I,when Berber Muslims from Morocco entered Spain and

established their own states. These other Muslim states ruled in al-Andalus, as Spain was

called, until e.o. 1492, when Ferdinand and Isabella forced the last Muslim ruler out of
his stronghold in Granada. Muslim presence in Spain remained in the isolated mountain

town of Alpujurras until the early 1600s.

. Muslim Spain, whether under the Umayyads, or later under other Muslim rulers, was a

thriving, diverse society. Christians and Jews lived in peace with their Muslim rulers,

sharing in government and commerce throughout Spain. This blend of Christian, Jewish,

and Muslim knowledge resulted in advancements in the areas of literature, medicine, law,
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agriculture, astronomy, architecture, and philosophy. The most famous of these Spanish

Muslim scholars was Ibn Rushd, known as Averroes in the West. He was the leading

scholar of Aristotle in the world while he was alive, and was the most important influence

on St. Thomas Aquinas, whose Summa Theologica was written only afterAquinas had

studied Ibn Rushd's commentaries on Aristotle. Another famous Muslim scholar was Ibn

Sina, whose encyclopedic book, The Canon of Medicine, was the standard medical

textbook in Europe for 400 years. Al-Andalus'inhabitants also enjoyed religious
freedom, celebrating the feast days of three religions and freely practicing their faith in a
tolerant environment.

Cordoba, the capital of Al-Andalus, became a leading city of Europe, rivaled in size and

grandeur only by Constantinople. At the time of the rule of Abd al-Rahman III, the city
included 2L suburbs, 500 mosques, 300 public baths, 70 libraries, miles of paved and

lamp-lighted streets, and 500,000 inhabitants. The pride of these Cordobans was their
Great Mosque, the city's most impressive public building. Nineteen doors allowed

entrance into an edifice so large that 850 columns were needed to support its roof.

Ask several students to come forward and stand in front of the slide, assuming

the positions of the scholars of Cordoba. You are the "on-scene reporter," ready to ask

them the following questions:

To the Muslim teacher: Who are you? What frrst brought Muslims to Spain?

IVhat are you doing? What subjects do you teach ? Why are your students such

eager learners? lYhy do you keep your papers locked in a box? Are you free to
travel throughout Europe to teach?

To the three European pupils on the bench: Who are you? What are you writing?
Why are you sharing one tablet? What do you hope to learn from this teacher?

How have Muslim scholars helped you to learn about the ancient civilizations of
Greece and Rome? Who are Ibn Rushd and lbn Sina?

To one of the two figures on the far left: Who are you? Why do you like living in
Cordoba? What are some of Cordoba's outstanding features? In your opiniont
what is the most impressive building in Cordoba? How do people of different
religions get along here? How is the city of Cordoba different from the other cities
ofEurope?
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